Smart Variable Air Volume (VAV)
VAV / Terminal Device Reasoner Pack
Powered by GE Industrial Internet Technology

FCX EXPERIENCE!


VAV Fault Detection and
Diagnostic that REDUCE
RISK and LOWER
OPERATING COSTS NOW!



Real Time Probable Causes
and Recommend Corrective
Actions. 40%
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY!



Saving up to 15% to 20% in
energy and maintenance
costs. YOUR

OPPORTUNITY SAVINGS!


Energy and Maintenance
Consultation By Experts!
EVERY MONTH



Visualization and Alerts
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!



Enhanced Decision Making
through Collaboration with
Notes and Tasks – QUICKER
TIME TO RESOLUTION!



Cloud Based - No Hardware
or Maintenance Costs LOWEST TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP IN THE
INDUSTRY

Variable Air Volume (VAV) and
Terminal Devices are the most
prevalent piece of equipment in a
commercial building today. Most building
have 100s or more of these devices
hidden in ceilings and roof tops. HVAC
electricity savings are estimated to be
25%, corresponding to 12% of total
building electricity consumption. Detecting
conditions in real time and narrowing in on
the worse offenders is an everyday
struggle for the maintenance engineer.

equivalent to thousands, or even hundreds
of thousands of dollars of potential annual
savings. A properly managed VAVs can
save energy, reduce maintenance,
decrease downtime, increase production
throughput, and improve comfort. Multiply
this by 100s of terminal devices hidden to
the facility team throughout the building.
For this you need a smart continuous
monitoring system that does not rely on a
single individual to detect and diagnose
faults or energy waste.

There are numerous checks that must be
performed in order to properly maintain
your VAV and Terminal Boxes to peak
performance and energy optimization.
Even after manual checks and
adjustments, equipment typically drifts
away over time. With FacilityConneX
(FCX) Reasoners, we transform your
Variable Air Volume and Terminal Box
equipment into a Smart Variable Air
Volume System that identifies potential
problems, integrates with upstream
systems like air handlers, alerts you to
faults, and recommends corrective actions
saving you time and money.

The VAV and Terminal Device Reasoner
Pack brings sophisticated analytics to
detect faults, improve efficiency, identify
energy costs (opportunity savings), and
prevent maintenance problems. A modern
industrial VAV is composed of several
major sub-systems and many subcomponents (described in list in next
page), but more importantly the quantity of
these devices drives increases opportunity
savings across your facility. The fault
detection analytics continuously monitor
operating parameters to recognize
patterns, identify issues, and determine
your causes.

What is Smart Asset
Monitoring?
Smart Monitoring is the next generation
connection and visualization technology
designed to take the machine level state
and data, and transform it into human
consumable operational information
anytime, anywhere. No more guessing at
what is wrong with your equipment; let the
Equipment tell you what they need!

Smart VAVs and Terminal
Devices

In order for your VAV Systems to become
Smart, you must continuously monitor to
ensure they are operating at peak
efficiency. Key performance indicators and
analytic results automatically ready for
viewing Anytime, Anywhere you are. With
FacilityConneX’ s patented GeoIntelligence technology, the hidden VAV is
no more. The FacilityConneX Cloud
service takes care of this for you. Not only
are you armed with the right information,
you can trend this information on demand,
and analytics will help you focus on the
right problem to determine the right
solution.

Energy savings from system
improvements on HVAC systems can
range from 15 to 25 percent of electrical
consumption. For many facilities this is

Reasoners

Predictive Reasoners

Can You Resolve Issues Fast?
Advanced Notification

Agnostic and Secure
Connections

Integrated Services and
Corrective Actions

Aggregated asset and performance
displays intelligently alert the user to a
current condition or predictive issue
drawing attention to the most critical
information. With advanced notifications
and condition-based actions, the operator
reacts to state, probable cause, and alarm
severity of the finding that is automatically
prioritized to indicate processes or
equipment in trouble.
.

We detect and predict issues based on the
equipment type not the manufacturer. As
long as there are sensors and data to be
gathered from the machine, controller, or
the building management system (BMS),
we will connect and detect. We support
over 200+ protocols and 100s of equipment
types. Our connections uses advanced
VPN technology from General Electric built
for the Industrial Internet.

FacilityConneX does not stop at provide
corrective actions and visualization data.
We believe that it is necessary from time
to time to speak with our experts. So
part of the cloud service is at no
additional costs an Analytic Result
Consultation service once a month with
our experts. Other additional services
(utility, ECM, etc.) are available.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ON VAVs Devices
What you get in the VAV and
Terminal Devices Reasoner Pack?












FAN TYPE
CONTROL

Variable Air Volume Boxes (VAV)
VAV with Reheat
Series Fan-Powered Boxes
Parallel Fan-Powered Boxes
Water Source Heat Pumps (WHSP)
Fan Coil Units (FCU)
Induction Units (IU)
Exhaust Fans (EF)
Fin Tube Radiation (FTR)
Unit Heaters (UH)
Unit Ventilators (UV)

OUTSIDE RETURN
& EXHAUST AIR
CONTROL

SUPPLY AIR
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Components on a VAV Checks









REHEAT COILS

Dampers
Reheat Coils
Electric reheat
Cooling coils
Temperature Sensors
Air Flow Stations
Demand Control Ventilation
FPB/FCU Fans

VAV BOX
SELECTION

ZONE
ISSUES

Any Many More … Over 100+ Checks
are done continuously across your air
distribution system.

DESIGN ISSUES

www.facilityconnex.com
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Three Factors that Drive Efficiency with FCX Analytics …
The Hidden Factor

The Cause Factor

Opportunity Savings Factor

Fault Detection and Diagnostics

Finding the Right Solution Fast

Biggest Bang for the Buck

Continuous checks running against your
equipment to keep them optimized and at
peak performance is essential for lowering
energy cost, maintenance runs, and
ensuring comfort. Our advanced analytic
engine not only does the logic-based
checks, but uses advanced techniques to
determine cause based on history,
patterns, and other faults on the
equipment.

Finding more problems for you is not what
we do. Our detection algorithms were built
by mechanical design and energy experts
that know the cause and corrective action
to be performed. So with every advanced
fault detection, our next generation
system correlates the finding to “how” to
resolve it. Taking you to action quicker
and with the best information available
today!

Why stop at the corrective actions? Let’s
do the right actions that are most
affecting the bottom line first. You want
us to give you a way to correlate what
you care about most and bring your top
offenders. We attach kWh, BTUs, and
dollars to findings, so you know which
ones are driving waste or preventing
comfort.

VAV Detection In Action

The primary air damper position is
oscillating significantly or hunting to
meet the discharge airflow set-point
The equipment is scheduled to
operate outside of normal
weekday hours
The airflow set-point set-point
is at the box's maximum
design airflow, but the zone
temperature has already met
set-point.

The zone temperature set-point
is not being met

Up to 25%
Savings
VAV boxes serving adjacent
zones are simultaneously
heating and cooling; fan and/or
heating energy may be wasted

www.facilityconnex.com
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Fault Detection Input Requirements
VAV/Terminal Devices
Discharge Air

Input Criteria
Air Flow - Present Value
Air Flow - Maximum Setpoint
Temperature - Present Value
Air Flow - Setpoint
Temperature - Setpoint
Air Flow - Cooling - Maximum Setpoint (Optional)
Air Flow - Heating - Minimum Setpoint (Optional)

Electric Reheat
Fin Tube Radiation

Status - Present Value
Temperature - Setpoint

Primary Air
Primary Air Damper
Reheat Coil

Temperature - Present Value (Optional)
Damper Position - Present Value
Valve Position - Present Value
Value Position - Present Value - Maximum
Valve Position - Present Value - Minimum

Zone Air

Temperature - Present Value
Temperature - Setpoint
Temperature - Cooling - Setpoint
Status - Present Value (Optional)
Discharge Air - Temperature - Present Value (Optional)
Speed - Present Value (Optional)

Air Handling Unit Supply Fan

FCXperience
Software ‘with’ Services
As part of your software subscription,
monthly consultations are conducted by
our customer experience team. These
discussions include time allocated for
training, fine-tuning of equipment and
system analytics, implementation

changes, and review of critical alarms and
system findings. We consult with you on
energy savings opportunities and equipment
optimization findings that FCX has identified
to help you prioritize and make the
corrections to the equipment performing
inefficiently, out of specification, or in failure.
Our Engineers will review the system
findings every month, leveraging the realtime FCX fault detections and data trends to
target specific areas requiring the most
attention.
We work closely with you to understand
where you’re headed, and what challenges
you’ve faced getting there. And together we
design and implement a continuous
commissioning program that delivers
sustainable cost savings

Only with continuous system
monitoring can you rest assured that
you will identify issue before they
become mission critical.
FacilityConneX goes well beyond
examining the performance of an
individual component… instead, we
examine how all components on both
the supply and demand sides of
interact with one another to drive true
system optimization.

\

The team approach integrates the power
of the technology, analytics, and expert
“hands on” consulting to drive savings in
operational efficiency and energy costs.
That way, you focus on working on
the things that matter most to your
team!

